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Abstract

Goods decorated in the Ring Decoration style are prevalent in Sambian-Natangian culture from the early phase of the Late Roman Period. Several types of adornment are known: with single or several hoops, and with a combination of wire and embossed foil. Ring Decoration types can be used as date markers, since they existed at fixed periods in time. Pieces decorated with rings can be assigned to the regions of the Vistula and the Baltic Sea islands, and can be considered evidence of contacts between the elites of Sambia, Scandinavia and Germania Libera.
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Introduction

Jewellery is traditionally considered to be one of the main signs of connections between tribal elites in the Baltic region. Among them are goods decorated in the so-called Ring Decoration (or Ringgarnitur) style. They are common in Sambian-Natangian culture, and are supposed to be one of its characteristic features in the Late Roman Period (Okulicz 1973, p.422ff; Nowakowski 1996, p.57; Andrzejowskj, Cieśliński 2007, p.304ff; Kulakov 2004, p.36). Crossbow fibulae (types A210-211, A167) (Almgren 1923, pp.90-99) and Große Armbrustfibeln (Åberg 1919, p.14, Fig. 3) neck-rings and pins were ornamented with hoops made of notched wire. Different types of ring decoration determine not only its specificity in West Balt territory, but also serve as chronological markers, reflecting the intensity and the direction of contacts with other tribes. Being part of both ordinary and prestige dress, they can indicate the work of adoption and the significance of elites in this process. This article proposes to analyse specimens furnished with hoops, which could assist in proving these theories.

1 The Ring Decoration (or Ringgarnitur) style was widespread in the barbaricum, including Balt territories, from the Early Roman Period. Initially, it originated in Provincial Roman fashion. It is usually represented by goods decorated with wire coils and embossed or granulated elements.

2 In literature, Sambian-Natangian culture is also known as Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture (see Nowakowski 1996).

The extraordinary number of fibulae decorated with notched wire from the former East Prussia was first noted by Nils Åberg (1919, map 10), who considered the Sambian Peninsula to be their place of origin, from where they spread. Later, this point of view was shared by Anatoly K. Ambroz (1966, p.67, Table 23) in his investigation of southwest territories of ex-USSR antiquities. Referring to local specimens enriched with coils made of notched wire, another Russian researcher, Vladimir I. Kulakov, emphasises the East Germanic impact on the occurrence of Almgren group VI fibulae in the southeast Baltic. He believes the Ring Decoration style to be a barbarian simplification of a fashion first introduced in the ornamentation of the ‘strongly profiled’ fibulae of Almgren group V (Kulakov 2005b, p.41).

The morphological features of Sambian specimens form the basis of Åberg’s classification. Thus, he considered the three types of crossbow fibulae: the earlier A1 and A2 (Åberg 1919, p.14, Figs. 1-2), matching the Almgren A211 and A167 forms dated to period C of Otto Tischler, and Große Armbrustfibeln – Å3 (Åberg 1919, p.14, Fig. 3) prevalent in periods C and D. Harri Moora looked at Baltic pieces decorated with wire coils in his study (1938). He not only specified types of fibulae, but also distinguished different styles of ornamentation. The same characteristics were attributed to fibulae from northwest Estonia by Mari-Liis Rothla (2005, p.125ff). H. Moora identified three types of Baltic Ring Decoration style (Fig. 1.1). The first (I) is characterised by three hoops in a group, where the
An analysis of Sambian-Natangian ring decoration

Regarding groups of Sambian ring decoration (Fig. 1.2-7), we should look at variations of these three basic types, which makes their analysis fractional.

The first (I) ‘classic’ type (Fig. 1.2, 6) can be divided into two subtypes, where two groups of three hoops can be joined by a moulded one (Subtype I.1) (Fig. 1.3), or by a ring made of strip-twisted wire (Subtype I.2) (Fig. 1.4). As a variation of the second group (Subtype II.1), a combination of single rings and soldered strip-twisted wire on the bow can be defined (Fig. 1.1).

The first type (I) (with seven rings in a segment) is typical of crossbow fibulae of Almgren 211 and 167 forms, and is considered to be a typological feature (Almgren 1923, pp.78, 90-99, 241, Table VII. 167; Ambroz 1966, pp.67, 73, Tables 11.8; 12.2-3, 21; 15.27). Thirty-one items of type A211, and 47 items of type A167 of Sambian-Natangian culture have been taken into account (for this, see Appendix I, Fig. 2.1). Neck-rings could also be adorned with groups of wire coils (Bezzenberger 1904, p.79, Fig. 97).

Fibulae of type A211 were ornamented with hoops on the head-knob, on the ends of the spring and the foot. Groups of rings were placed on the transitional part between the bow and the foot, and on the junction of the bow and the spring (Fig. 3.1). These fibulae were commonly bimetallic: the bow was made of bronze, the needle, the spring and the bar were made of iron. Only isolated fibulae were made of silver.

Among funeral items (Heydek 1888, Fig. 102; Tischler, Kemke 1902, p.31; Skvorzov 2004/2005, Tables 48.4-5; 52.49-50), fibulae of type A211 occurred in association with three-crossbar fibulae of type A98 and fibulae of type A167 (Almgren 1923, Tables V. 98, VII. 167), D-shaped buckles of types D17, D22 and D30 by Renata Madyda-Legutko (1987, Table IX. 17. 22. 30), belt-end fittings of type III.3 by Klaus Raddatz (1957, p.88, Fig. 2, Table 14. 6-8) and neck-rings with wire-coiled terminals.
Fig. 2. The distribution of fibulae with different types of Ring Decoration style in Sambian-Natangian culture: 1 Type I (segments with seven rings in a group); 2 Type I (segments with two and three rings); 3 Type I.1; 4 Type I.2; 5 Type II; 6 Type III.
Fig. 3. Fibulae ornamented with Ring Decoration style of Types I-II: 1 Bol’shoe Isakovo, grave 40; 2 Kovrovo, grave 260; 3 Bol’shoe Isakovo, grave 55; 4 Putilovo,stray find PM 14826; 5 Kotel’nikovo; 6 Kovrovo, grave 368; 7 Orekhovo (1–4, 7 bronze; 5–6 bronze and silver; 1-4 photographs by O. Khomiakova; 5 after Åberg 1919, Fig. 10; 6 after Kulakov 2007, p.61, Fig. 213.1; 7 after Gaerte 1929, Fig. 169.g).
Instead of them, fibulae of type A167 were studded by four segments of ring-groups. A supplementary one was placed on the middle part between the bow and the foot towards the wire wrapping (Fig. 3.3). Sambian fibulae of type A167 were made completely of bronze, in the same way as Ring Decoration style.

Specimens of type A167 (Bujack 1888, p.245, Table IX; Skvortsov 2000, Fig. 64; 2001, Figs. 144, 264, 283; 2002, Fig. 78; 2004/2005, pp.128ff, 141ff; Kholmiakova 2010a, p.287; Jakobson, Archive) noted with three-crossbar fibulae of ‘Masurian’ type, A211 and A161–162 fibulae (Almgren 1923, Table IX.211), D-shaped buckles (Madya-Legutko 1987, Tables VII-IX), belt-end fittings of types JII.1 and JII.3 (Raddatz 1957, pp.88, 93), belt-shaped and bucket-shaped pendants, and shield bosses of type D1 by Norbert Zieling (Zieling 1989, Tables 14.3; 16.3.4).

The West Baltic pieces of types A211 and A167 are attributed to the ‘mature’ phase of the Late Roman Period by Kazimierz Godłowski (1970, pp.52-53), or to Phase III of Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture by Wojciech Nowakowski (1996, p.57ff). The represented associations enable us to consider the earliest A211 and A167 fibulae with a ‘classic’ segment (with seven rings in a group) to appear in Sambian-Natangian culture simultaneously with the C1b period. They became widespread in the C1b–C2 period.

Fibulae of type A167 enriched with segments of Subtype I.1 are represented by a few specimens (see Appendix I, Figs. 2.3; 3.4). The piece from Sinjavino (formerly Kampischkehmen) known from O. Almgren’s plates as an example of type A167 was furnished with such segments (Almgren 1923, pp.78, 241, Table VII.167). These items should be attributed to the same period. The piece recovered from grave 12 at Gur’evsk (formerly Klein Heide) burial ground (Skvorzov 1995) occurred with type A161-162 fibulae (with three knobs) and a finger-ring of type 40 by C. Beckmann (1969, Table 2.40).

The solitary pieces supplied with segments of Subtype I.2 (Fig. 2.4) from Sambian burial grounds need to be analysed separately. The bronze bow of a fibula from grave 368 at Kovrovo (formerly Dollkeim) was decorated with a combination of silver strip-twisted and notched wire coils (Fig. 3.6). In contrast, the item from grave 58 of the Alejka 3 (formerly Jaugehnen) burial ground with the same ornamentation was made entirely of silver (Kholmiakova 2010b, p.136; KOIHM depository).

Extra decorative elements are attended on the fibula from the Orekhovo (formerly Schuditten) burial ground (Fig. 3.7). The bow and the shield on a spring were trimmed with a combination of notched and strip-twisted wire. This variety occurred on a fibula of type A167 discovered at Kotel’nikovo (formerly Warengen) (Fig. 3.5), which is considered an exceptional specimen in Sambian-Natangian culture. It differs by the hoops of strip-twisted wire soldered on a bow and a spring. Strip-twisted wire was also used in the ornamentation of neck-rings. Two silver items with wire-coiled ends from the former Prussia-Museum’s collection are known (see Appendix I; Fig. 1.4).

The group of artefacts with ornate segments of Type II includes fibulae of type Große Armbrustfibeln (66 items) and fibulae of type A161-162 with three knobs (three items) (Fig. 2.5). Single wire hoops as an ornate element could be embodied in the decoration of neck-rings (see Appendix I).

The largest group of Sambian Große Armbrustfibeln supplied with single coils is characterised by the large-size (nine to 11 centimetres long) elbow bow with a pentahedral (or trihedral) cross-section, faceted tendril foot and tension of rectangular form. The length of the spring is equal to the bow length. Only the ends of the spring were studded with knobs, although the bow-head was simple. Fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type are usually made of bronze. Several examples of silver rings are known. The arrangement of wire segments on a bow was similar to the fibulae of type A167 (Fig. 3.2).

Fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type are mostly related to the Early Migration Period (Godłowski 1970, Plate XII.2), but their appearance is attributed to Phase IIIa of Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture (Nowakowski 1996, Table 105.4). The items (Skvortsov 2000, Figs. 98; 154; 175; 197; Kulakov 2007, Figs. 20.2; 24.4; Kholmiakova 2007, Fig. 1; Jakobson, Archive) were discovered within oval-shaped buckles of types H11, H16 and H39 by R. Madya-Legutko (1987, Tables 19.11, 19; 20.39), amber beads of types TM388–389, and TM400 (Tempelmann-Mączynska 1985, Table 15.388-398, 400), silver bucket-shaped pendants, bracelets with thickened terminals, and neck-rings with pear-shaped terminals.

Another division of Große Armbrustfibeln are fibulae made entirely of iron and ornamented with multiple silver rings (six items) (Fig. 2.5; Fig. 4.1-2). Decorative knobs characterise both the bow-head and spring ends. These specimens should be associated with an earlier chronological position (C1b–C2). The item from grave 44 of the Bol’shoe Isakovo (formerly Lauth) burial ground (Skvorzov 2004/2005, p.137) occurred with A211 fibulae, a finger-ring of type 40 by Christamaria Beckmann, and a neck-ring with wire-coiled terminals. Other pieces are noted with belt-shaped pendants,
Fig. 4. Fibulae ornamented with Ring Decoration of Types II–III: 1–1a Bol'shoe Isakovo, grave 44; 2–2a Kovrovo, grave 306; 3 Kovrovo, grave 85; 4 Gerojskoe 5, grave 194; 5 Elanovka, grave 31; 6 former Grebenka, stray find (1–3 iron and silver; 4 bronze (?); 5–6 bronze and silver; 1 after Skvorzov 2004/2005, Table 52.48; 1a, 2–2a, 6 photographs by O. Khomiakova; 3 after Günther, Voss 1880, No 407; 4 after Nowakowski 1996, Table 84.1; 5 after Tischler, Kemke 1902).
fibulae of type A161-162 (with three knobs), Roman coins and shield-bosses of type L by Zieling (Radlush, Skvortsov, 2008, p.135; Jakobson, Archive).

The sole fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type are distinguished by the head-knob and the special ring decoration of Subtype II.1, represented by a combination of notched wire coils and strip-twisted wire soldered on a bow (Fig. 4.3, 5; Appendix I). Thus, specimens with an O-shaped foot furnished with a border of notched wire should be mentioned (Jentsch 1896, Table II) (Fig. 4.4). The items should be dated to Late Roman (cf. file card of Grebieten 1907–108, Jakobson Archive) and even to the beginning of the Migration Period (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, p.49).

Type III is introduced only in the decoration of Großer Armbrustfibeln (18 items). The placement of segments on a foot and the transitional part between the bow and the foot were the same as on A167 fibulae (Figs. 2.6; 4.6).

The combination of wire and elements of embossed foil should be considered as characteristic of the late phase of the Late Roman Period. Fibulae adorned with segments of Type III (Tischler, Kemke 1902, pp.39, 44; Skvortsov 2000, Fig. 245; 2001, Figs. 212, 246; 2002, Fig. 179; Kulakov 2005а, Fig. 45; 2007, Fig. 92; Jakobson, Archive) occurred with fibulae of type A161-162 (with three knobs), rings of types 16 and 30 by C. Beckmann (1969, Fig. 6, 215, Table 2.30), polyhedral blue beads of type TM126, and amber beads of type TM439 (Tempelmann-Mączynska 1985, Tables 2.126, 16.439). We should mention that the same decoration is characteristic of specimens attributed to the Migration Period, notably for fibulae with so-called pseudomesh from the sixth and seventh centuries (Åberg 1919, Fig. 7; Gaert 1929, Fig. 215.d, e; Nowakowski 1998, p.53, Fig. 16.638).

Some notes about eventual stylistic influences

A study of West Baltic specimens ornamented with notched wire makes it possible to define the most significant stylistic influences. At first, they have close analogies in items of Wielbark jeweller’s art. Thus, the technique of Baltic craftsmen was the same as for Wielbark (Strobin 1995, p.53): filigree and embossing, and adornment with foil were used. As far back as the B/C period, pieces ornamented in the ‘Lubowidz’ style appeared in Sambia. Fibulae of type A130 inlaid with gold foil were widespread in Sambian antiquities. They are known from Grachjovka (formerly Craam), Grebieten, Izobil’noe (formerly Klein Fließ), Zhukovskoe (formerly Margen), Dubravka (formerly Regehnen), Predorozhnoe (formerly Stobingen), Hruštal’noe (formerly Wieka) and Bol’shoe Isakovo burial grounds (Jahnkuh, Archive; Skvortsov 1999, Fig. 33.2-3) (Fig. 5.1-1а). They find parallels in fibulae known not only from Pruszcz Gdański 10 and Lubowidz burial grounds of the Vistula delta region (Wołągiewicz 1995, p.13; Pietrzk 1997, pp.35, 58), but also from Cecele burial ground in the Podlaskie voivodeship of Poland (Jaskanis 1996, p.73). The occurrence of type A211 fibulae is related to the C1–C1b period both in Sambian-Natangian culture and Wielbark culture (Godłowski 1994, p.485, Figs. 99.11, 12; Nowakowski 1996, p.57).

Unlike local specimens, Wielbark crossbow fibulae, furnished with hoops, have direct analogies in the provincial Roman fashion of ring decoration (see A236-237 fibulae; Almgren 1923, Table XI.236, 237). They are usually characterised by three wire rings in a group, where the middle one often has a greater diameter. The fact that items were widespread in the Lower Vistula region, Mazovia and Podlasia (Andrzejewsk, Ciesiński 2007, p.305ff, Fig. 27), particularly type A211-213 fibulae from grave 7 of Grzybnica (Hahula, Wołągiewicz 2001, p.19, Table XIX.1) and grave 15 of the Cecele burial ground (Jaskanis 1996, p.14, Table II, Fig. 15.1, 2) draws our attention. Type A211 fibulae from grave 206 of the Pruszcz Gdański 10 burial ground (Pietrzk 1997, Table LXIX) are characterised by wire segments of two and three hoops in a group dated to the B/C period.

Specimens adorned in the same stylistic way are also represented in Sambian-Natangian territories (Figs. 2.2, 5.5). Twenty-four items of Almgren VI group fibulae were taken into consideration. The largest number of them belong to type A167, but individual fibulae of type A161 and Große Armbrustfibeln are also known. These pieces are found in association with type A161-162 (with three knobs) fibulae (Skvortsov 2001, Fig. 264; 2004/2005, p.121; Khomiakova 2010a, p.287; Jakobson, Archive). This gives us the possibility to date them to the C1–C1b period. But the earliest forms should be connected with the C1 phase. The specimen from grave 11A in the Bol’shoe Isakovo burial ground is noted with three-crossbar fibulae of ‘Masurian’ type (Skvortsov 2004/2005, p.121ff, Table 10). Thus, the determination of the age of West Baltic fibulae of Almgren groups VI and VII makes it possible to consider them to have occurred in Sambia at the same time as the Lower Vistula region.

Isolated silver crossbow fibulae discovered in Sambia should be examined separately (Fig. 5.2-3). They are characterised by an accurate bow, extended spring, and ornamentation with single wire coils. Close analogies
Fig. 5. Imports and goods with direct analogies in East German territories and Scandinavia: 1 Bol'shoe Isakovo, grave 1; 2 Bol'shoe Isakovo, grave 11a; 3 Alejka, grave 76; 4 Bol'shoe Isakovo, grave 11a; 5 Bol'shoe Isakovo, grave 40; 6 Dobroje, grave 277 (1, 1a, 4 bronze and silver; 2, 3, 5 silver; 6, 6a bronze; 1-4, 6a photographs by O. Khomiakova; 5 after Skvorzov 2004/2005, Table 47.20; 6 after Khomiakova 2010, Fig. 5.16).
from Wiebark burial grounds attributed to the C₁b–C₂ periods (Jaskanis 1996, Tables XIV; LXXI; Andrze-

jowskj, Żórawska 2002, p.42ff) suggest that some of them are imported from East German territories. The fibula from grave 53 of the Bol’shoo Isakovo burial ground deserves attention as an example (Fig. 5.2). The bronze specimen from grave 11 of the Bol’shoo Isakovo burial ground (Svorzov 2004/2005, pp.120-121, Table 10.6), decorated with segments of three hoops, is regarded as a local form (Fig. 5.4). The silver item from grave 40 of the Bol’shoo Isakovo burial ground is characterised by a double spring and extra knobs at the ends of the springs (Fig. 5.5). A fragmented fibula of the same type was also discovered in grave 148 of Alejka 3 (formerly Jaugehnen) burial ground (cf. KOI-

HM depository). We should note that double-spring crossbow fibulae datable to the C₂ period are typical of East German assemblages (Mączyńska 2003, p.420, Fig. 3.13).

In addition, the tradition to make an inlay with wire and elements of embossed foil also finds direct analogies in Lower Vistula antiquities. Fibulae of type A161-162 pertaining to the Late Roman Period were widespread in the Elbląg Heights region (Natuniewicz-Sekula 2005).

On the other hand, a number of West Baltic techniques absorbed Scandinavian and north German stylistic traditions. Shields and handles of swords ornamented with embossed and granulated elements attributed to the second half of the third century are known from the bog offering of Ilerup Ádal (Birorski, Illkjær 2006, pp.60, 162, Fig. 49). Decoration with strip-twisted wire characterised the assemblages of the Danish and Swedish islands related to both the Early and the Late Roman Period (Andersson 1995, p.65). Golden pendants of type VMIII known from north Jutland and Norway were furnished with wire coils (Andersson 1995, p.127, Fig. 95). Type A24 fibulae attributed to the B₁–B/C₁ period are ornamented in the same stylistic way (Almgren 1923, Table II.24; Schuster 2010, Fig. 21).

In this context, the unique bronze pin from grave 277 of the Dobroe (formerly Hünenberg bei Rantau) burial ground needs to be analysed (Fig. 5.6-6a). The item has a profiled moulded head enriched with an imitation of notched and strip-twisted wire rings and a head-knob. This pin is considered to be a local form that finds distant analogies in specimens of type 110 subgroup VIIb (Beckman 1966, p.35, Table 4.VIIb–110, map 19), characterised by heads composed of embossed foil and notched wire coils. In the assemblages of Varpelev, Skovgård and Himlingøje burial grounds, they are dat- ed to C₁b–C₂ (Ethelberg 2000, p.62ff, Fig. 56).

It should be mentioned that not only the decoration techniques but the morphological features of fibulae also find parallels in north Germany and Scandinavia. Local specimens of type A211 are seen to be similar to fibulae from Schleswig-Holstein and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern assemblages (Almgren 1923, p.206ff; Schulte 1998, p.287, Fig. 5). West Baltic items of Große Armbrustfibel type, provided with segments of Subtype II.1, have analogies in A168 fibulae from Gotland (Almgren 1923, p.78, Table VII.168).

In addition, Sambian rosette fibulae (Rosettenfibeln) are characterised by the same techniques and elements of ornamentation as wire coils. They are attributed to C₁b–C₂. In elite graves in Danish territories, they are related to the C1b period, in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern to the C₁b–C₂ periods (Ethelberg 2000, Fig. 37b; Lund Hansen, Przybyła 2010, p.241). Rosette fibulae from the Grebieten and Usahkovo (formerly Brandenburg) burial grounds (Appendix I) are close to the forms discovered in the Skovgården, and Slusegården burial grounds and specimens from Bornholm (Ethelberg 2000, Figs. 40; 43). Yet another Sambian rosette fibula from grave 78 of the Bol’shoo Isakovo burial ground finds analogies in Elbląg Heights antiquities (Lund Hansen, Przybyła 2010, p.278, Fig. 34.7-8, 10-11). Morphological characteristics and adornments enable us to consider them as a single division of jewellery produced in the same workshop’s traditions (Lund Hansen, Przybyła 2010, Figs. 34-39).

**Ring decoration in Baltic lands and its exclusive traits**

As opposed to the East German tradition of ornamentation with notched wire, which demonstrates more similarities with the provincial Roman fashion, the Sambian variation introduces a sort of stylistic extravaga-

tance. On the one hand, the ‘classic’ segment (of Type I) can be regarded as a complication of the Wielbark model, and on the other as a result of the impact of luxurious forms of the Himlingøje horizon of the C₁b–

C₁b period, defined by extra decorative elements and the use of several techniques. This supposition could be documented by straight analogies from the Danish islands. A striking example of the local style is also the combination of two groups of coils, joined by a moulded one (Subtype I.1).

But it should be mentioned that all the discussed types find a multitude of parallels in the Masurian Lakeland in fibulae and neck-rings adorned with rings. Goods ornamented with segments of type I in Bogaczewo culture are attributed to the same period (Nowakowska 2004, p.314; Szymański 2005, Table XXVI.4). The
morphological characteristics of the item from Putilovo (Fig. 3.4) find similarities in specimens from the Masurian Lakeland and Nadrovia (cf. the fibula of type A167 from Sinjavino, formerly Kampischkehmen). Ring decoration of Subtype I.1 has its closest analogies in the Suwalki region Netta burial ground (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, Plate IX.1, 2). The ornamentation of the neck-ring from Netta, graves 7 and 8, could be regarded as an interpretation of Subtype I.1 (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, Plate V.3). A neck-ring adorned with groups of wire coils is known from the Striegel Wielki, Wałczewo voivodeship (formerly Gross Strengefl II), burial ground, grave 4/5 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, Table XV.1). Fibulae furnished with segments of Type II are known from the Boćwinka, Suwałki voivodeship (formerly Alt-Bodschwingken), burial ground (Jakobson, Archive), and other Bogaczewo grave sites (Nowakowski 1998, p.53, Fig. 16.643).

It appears that Ring Decoration demonstrates a uniformity in West Baltic lands. Sambia could be the place from where it originated. Only a few differences (local?) in stylistics can be seen, but the arrangement of segments on a fibula bow was the same. But it is quite possible that parallels with Scandinavia are characteristic mostly of Sambian ring decoration because of the location.

However, the same feature is revealed in West Lithuanian assemblages, where the appearance of the Ring Decoration style could be a consequence not only of direct contacts with Sambia but also with Germanic tribes. Items with wire coils and inserted glass segments datable to the third or fourth centuries catch our attention. They are known from the burial grounds of West Lithuanian Stone Circle culture (Stankus 1995, Figs. 50, 52) and find close analogies in the Hallablen-Leuna horizon and bog offerings (von Carnap-Bornheim 2000, pp.45-61, Tables 1-2). The adornment of fibulae from Šernai and Aukštškemai (formerly Oberhof) assemblages (Gaerte 1929, Figs. 169.e, 170.d) with strip-twisted and notched wire could also reflect a certain Scandinavian impact, though all of these forms find parallels in Sambia and the Masurian Lakeland. Individual specimens furnished with notched wire and inserted glass segments in Sambian-Natangian culture are also known (cf. the neck-ring from Eisliethen, grave 82, MVF 12594).

The West Baltic style was probably a model for East Baltic forms. Segments of notched wire on Lithuanian fibulae of type A167 were represented by Type I and characterised by two groups of coils joined by one small one. Some of them demonstrate a simplifying of Ring Decoration. The bows of the fibulae discussed could be ornamented with single hoops, the ends of springs with simple knobs (Michelbertas 1986, Fig. 40.1-2). Individual ones of type A161-162 could have no knobs at the ends of the spiral.

Besides, attention should be paid to fibulae of types А4-6 by N. Àberg (1919, p.14, Figs. 4-6), occurring in East Baltic territories (Moora 1929, pp.132-142; Tautavičius 1978, map 26.3). The earliest items known from Plinkažgalis burial ground assemblages have wire and elements of embossed foil (Type III) dated to the fifth century (Kazakevičius 1993, Fig. 156). They preserve the earliest Sambian design of placing segments on a bow. The latest pieces pertaining to the fifth and sixth centuries could be characterised by a needlecase fully plated with foil. In Curonian assemblages, this ornamentation could exist up to the seventh and eighth centuries (Bliujienė 1999, p.81, Figs. 11-15). In Sambia, wire coils are represented in the adornment of fibulae from the Suvorovo (formerly Zuphne) and Mitino (formerly Stantau) burial grounds, datable to the late seventh and early eighth century (Kukalov 1990, Fig. 12.6; Skvorzov 2010, p.38, Table CDX.1-1a).

With regard to specimens enriched with wire coils known from other East European territories, they are often characterised by the Wielbark tradition of placing rings on a bow.3 Attention should be paid to A167 fibulae with rings that are widespread in the Pobuzhha region (Belevec 2007, p.58ff, Fig. 2.d2, e1-3). Items from Brest-Trishin burial ground assemblages have single hoops on a bow, and on the transitional part between the bow and the foot (Kuharenko 1980, Tables XVII.56v; XXVII. 11b). In addition, the A161-162 fibula from grave 8 of the Rudka burial ground is characterised by similar ornamentation (Petersen 1941, Fig. 5). Rings could also be placed on knobs on a spring, at the junction of the bow and the spring, and at the head of the fibula (Kuharenko 1980, Tables VIII. 8a; XVII. 56v; XXVII. 11b).

This style of ring decoration was characteristic of Almgren VII and VI group fibulae from Chernyakhov culture datable to the C14-C13 period (Sharov 1992, p.173), or the ‘Ruzhichanskaja’ phase of Evgeny L. Gorovojcskj (1988). The items occurring in Ukrainian and south Russian territories were adorned with single (or double) wire coils placed on a bow (Kubloymski 2003, Figs. 27.6, 32.3, 4; Petrusovskiy 2003, Table 21.9; Gorovojcskj, Gokpalo 2004, Figs. 5.1-4, 6.5-10, 7.1-40). It is quite possible that being in a different cultural and historical context, East European craftsmen did not work out their own tradition of decoration with rings. They only mechanically imported the Wielbark

3 This does not exclude the possibility of the Provincial-Roman impact on a moulding of East European forms of Almgren group VII fibulae (Gorovojcskj, Gokpalo 2004, p.111), thus the Wielbark fashion of placing ring decoration segments was similar to Provincial-Roman.
style, which was then imitated and simplified in local forms (Radjush 2010, Table IX.7-11).

Thus, West Balt goldsmiths not only reiterated the basic examples, but succeeded in introducing their own vision of decoration with hoops. They created a special new variety of Ring Decoration style, on the basis of Scandinavian filigree and Wielbark jewellers’ artistic traditions, which defined a tradition of Balt items in the Late Roman and then the Migration Period. Undoubtedly, this should be regarded as a reflection of Balt jewellers’ art and the level of technical skill. The combination of methods of decoration, practices and tools was sufficiently unified. The artistic ideas of the West Balts could also establish certain limits which goldsmiths did not exceed.

Ring Decoration style in the context of local elites

Noticing the correlation of Ring Decoration types, we should declare that Wielbark influence dominated and was certainly explained by the leading role of the Vis-
tula delta region in the amber trade (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1992, p.145) (Fig. 6.1-2). The fashion for ornamented goods with notched wire appeared in West Balt territories in the early phase of the Late Roman Period, and continued to exist during the Roman Period and the Migration Period, even after the transformation of Wielbark culture.

The prevalence of goods ornamented under the influence of the traditions of Scandinavian jewellers was shorter (to be exact, in the C1b–C1 periods) but more significant. Specimens of this division are noted in association with artefacts which have parallels in assemblages of Haßleben-Leuna and Himlingøje horizons.4 The item from grave 53 of the Bol’shoe Isakovo burial ground (Skvorzov 2004/2005, p.141ff, Table 66) occurred with a type A167 fibula (Fig. 5.2) and sole lamellate belt-ending dotted with S-shaped stamped and granulated elements (Fig. 7.7). It has close analogies in sword belts known from bog offerings from the territory of Jutland (Ilkjær 1993, p.224ff, Fig. 81). In West Balt assemblages, a similar belt ending is known from the Bandužiai burial ground (Stankus 1995, Fig. 55.1).

Fibulae of type A211 and of Große Armbrustfibeln type from grave 44 of the Bol’shoe Isakovo burial ground (Fig. 4.1-1a) was found with a silver neck-ring and a finger-ring of type 40 by C. Beckmann with imitated zoomorphic terminals, and also a clay games counter (Fig. 7.1, 4-5). It should be observed that neck-rings with wire-coiled terminals are widespread in Germania Libera territories, in the Rhine region and Przeworsk culture (Godłowski 1970, Plate III.19). In antiquities of Worms (Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany), they are dated to the end of the third century (Bernhard 1982, p.94, Table 26.5, 6). Games counters made of clay are known from bog offerings from Vimose (Engelhardt 1969, Table 3.12-14). West Balt finger-rings of type 40 found by C. Beckmann find prototypes in zoomor-

4 The number and range of corresponding artefacts from Sambian-Natangian culture is greater. In this paper, I touch only on items noted in association with goods decorated in the Ring Decoration style.
Fig. 7. Goods from ‘richly furnished’ graves at Bol’shoe Isakovo burial ground: 1-2 neck-rings; 3 drinking horn; 4 games counter; 5 ring; 6 bucket-shaped pendant; 7 belt ending; 8 bracelet (1, 5 silver; 2-3, 6-8 bronze; 4 clay) (1, 4-5 grave 44; 3 grave 40; 7 grave 53; 2, 6, 8 grave 158) (1, 3-5, 7 after Skvorzov 2004/2005, Tables 47.18, 19; 51.4, 5, 52.46; 66.20, 34, 36; 2, 6 after Khomiakova 2007, Fig. 1)

The bronze drinking horn from grave 40 of the Bol’shoe Isakovo burial ground also deserves attention (Fig. 7.3). Similar specimens of type K.1 found by J. Andrzejowski (1991, p.44) are known in East German assemblages. In this connection, some artefacts from graves 119 and 158 at Bol’shoe Isakovo, grave 140 at Kovrovo, and grave 46 at Grebieten burial grounds should be
mentioned. Notably, neck-rings with pear-shaped terminals (Grebieten, grave 45; Jakobson, Archive) (Fig. 7.2), silver oblong bucket-shaped pendants (Tischler, Kenke 1902, p.23; Jakobson, Archive) (Fig. 7.6), and bracelets with thickened ends (Fig. 7.8) in West Balt assemblages are related to the late phase of the Late Roman Period and the Early Migration Period (Khomikova 2007, p.71). These specimens also have close analogies in insignia from richly furnished German graves of the Haßleben-Leuna horizon, Scandinavian assemblages, bog offerings (Andersson 1995, p.90; Ethelberg 2000, p.64ff; Carnap-Bornheim, Ilkjaer 1996, p.351ff; Boye, Lund Hansen 2011, p.203) and East German territories (Andrzejowski, Martens 1996, Plate XXXI.4), datable to the C₁b–C₂ period.

In spite of the fact that all of the items find their prototypes in Scandinavian gold finds, West Balt specimens were mostly produced of bronze. Isolated imported goods (such as rosette fibulae) should be regarded as exceptions. The graves we touch upon are distinguished only by particular equipment, not by burial rite. They were presented by cremations and pit graves located in a community’s cemeteries, and did not possess the criteria of a chieftain’s graves of Haßleben-Leuna or Himlingøje horizons. They possibly reflected the high social status of others in a group. It should be noted that the question of tribal elites and their character in Sambia does not have a definite answer; we do not have enough evidence in archaeological data at present.

But the describable examples enable us to consider the southeast Baltic to be involved in longer-distance connections across the Baltic Sea in the Late Roman Period, alongside the Lower Vistula region. All of these artefacts find parallels in Denmark and continental Europe in the grave inventories of chieftains’ families, which played a leading role in the redistribution and exchange between the east and west coasts of the Baltic Sea (Lund Hansen 1988, p.158; 2000, p.81ff; 2011, p.159; Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, p.122ff). Relations between Danish elites and the inhabitants of the southeast Baltic coast are visible, but their character is not clear.

The appearance of the Ring Decoration style in Sambian assemblages is assumed to be a possible result of these connections. Initially, the fashion for providing goods with wire coils could have appeared with imported luxury accessories of prestigious dress (for instance, rosette fibulae), and then spread widely in local forms. They are characterised by particular morphological features, the style and the material, bronze, which is considered to be a traditional material for West Balt specimens. Thus Ring Decoration was representative of all social groups; however, the most sumptuous and imported goods (fibulae, silver neck-rings) could belong to well-equipped graves and show a high social status, as a sort of local symbol of prestige.

**Conclusions**

The decoration of fibulae with single rings could compare in West Balt territories in the C₁b–C₂ periods with imports and specimens which find close analogies in Wielbark and Przeworsk areas (substantially, fibulae of types A167 and A161-162). Type II may be considered (Fig. 6.2) the earliest version of Ring Decoration style. The appearance of Type I (mostly present on A211 and Almgren group VI fibulae), both in its ‘classic’ Balt version with seven rings, and with two or three rings in a group, should be dated to the same period. Specimens supplied with versions of Type I are connected to traditions of the Haßleben-Leuna and Himlingøje horizons of C₁b–C₂ periods. Type III, attributed to the late phase of the Late Roman Period and the beginning of the Migration Period, is regarded as the latest.

Finally, the Balt version of the Ring Decoration style reached the peak of its progress at the very beginning of its subsistence, notably in the C₁b–C₂ period, while the contacts within the limits of the Amber Road in a north-south direction were the most concentrated.

As a conclusion, the appearance of the Ring Decoration style in West Balt territories should probably be regarded as a reflection of longer-distance contacts and possible exchanges between members of elites. Despite the fact that the tribal elite’s character in Sambian-Natangian culture is now open, imports and the stylistics of some local specimens (Fig. 7) enable us on the one hand to consider part of West Balt society to be involved in exchange and redistribution. On the other hand, these items indicate the possibility of connections with chieftains’ families from the Sjælland and Haßleben-Leuna group, and an acquaintance with some of their own distinctive customs. Ring Decoration characterises both fibulae and other goods which find their closest parallels in artefacts regarded as marks of prestige.

The appearance of the tradition of decorating goods with wire coils in Sambian antiquities proves the availability of these contacts not only in the context of exchange, but in questions of adopting style and ‘fashion’. The use of ways and techniques characteristic of prestigious German dress accessories in the adornment of local items, and the occurrence of ‘high-rank status’ attributes in the inventory of graves with the earliest West Balt pieces of Ring Decoration style, make this feasible.
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Appendix 1. Artefacts of Sambian-Natangian culture decorated with the Ring Decoration style

Type I (with segments of seven rings in a group)

Fibulae of A210-211 type

Bol’shoe Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): graves 19 (one item), 40 (two items), 44 (two items)

Grebiets, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 102 (one item)

Greibau, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 156 (one item)

Kaliningrad oblastnoj (formerly Königsberg): grave 8/9 (one item)

Kovrovo (formerly Dollkeim, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 51a (one item)

Podgornoe (formerly Siehmonen, Kr. Instenburg): grave 7 (one item)

Putilovo (formerly Corjeiten, Kr. Fischhausen): graves 11 (one item), 276 (two items), 276 (one item)

Stray finds: Dubravka (formerly Regehnen, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Izobil’noe (Klein Fließ, Kr. Labiau), one item; Kurmachjovo (formerly Tropitten, Kr. Königsberg), three items; Nalikajmy (formerly Lieсkeim, Kr. Friedland), one item; Osokino (formerly Groß Waldeck, Kr. Preußisch Eylau), one item; Poddubnoe (formerly Fürstenwalde-Niedtkeim, Kr. Königsberg), one item; Rovnoje (formerly Pollwitten, Kr. Fischhausen), five items.

Fibulae of A168 type

Bol’shoe Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): grave 80 (one item)

Literature: Berendt 1873, Table 2; Tischler, Kemke 1902, p.40, Table 3; Åberg 1919, p.152ff; Skvortsov 1995, 2000, Figs. 64.16; 268.16; 276.6; 2001, Figs. 132; 138.23; 144; 168.75; 264.38; 2002, Figs. 55.28; 78.6; 96.5; 2003, Figs. 40.2; 43.4; Kohlov 2010, Fig. 10; F. Jakobson, Archive, KohHM depository.

Type I (with segments of two and three rings in a group)

Fibulae of A167 type

Alejka 3 (formerly Jaugehnen, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 148 (one item)

Bol’shoe Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): graves 26 (one item), 53 (one item), 55 (one item), 79 (one item), 80 (one item), 88 (one item), 115 (one item), 120 (one item), 142 (one item), 152 (one item), 155 (one item), 180 (one item), 181 (one item), stray find from pit VI

Elanovka (formerly Wackern, Kr. Preußisch Eylau): grave 33 (one item)

Grebiets, Kr. Fischhausen: 98 (one item)

Greibau, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 128 (one item)

Tangen, Kr. Heiligenbeil: grave 24 (one item)

Gur’evsk (formerly Klein Heide): grave 13c (one item)

Gur’evsk-Novyj (formerly Trausitten, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 4 (one item)

Kotel’nikovo (formerly Warengen, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 2 (one item)

Kovrovo (formerly Dollkeim, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 46a (one item)

Pervomajskoe (formerly Wanikam, Kr. Heiligenbeil): grave 82 (one item)

Putilovo (formerly Corjeiten, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 11 (one item)

Stray finds: Hoh-Shnakeinen, Kr. Preußisch Eylau, one item; Krattlau, Kr. Fischhausen, one item; Siegesdicken, Kr. Fischhausen, two items; Tenkieten, Kr. Fischhausen, two items; Iskrovo (formerly Ringels, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Morschansko (Schreitlacken, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Rovnoje (formerly Pollwitten, Kr. Fischhausen), five items.
Fibula of A168 type
Bol’shoye Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): grave 53 (one item)

Literature: Tischler, Kemke 1902, p.37, Table III.20; Skvortsov 1999, Fig. 112.6; 2000, Figs. 96.20; 268.5; 2001, Figs. 132.21; 264.6; 2003, Fig. 115; 2004/2005, Fig. 31.17; Jakobson, Archive; KOIHM depository.

Fibula of A161 type from Povarovka (formerly Kirpehnen, Kr. Fischhausen), stray find (one item).


Fibula of Große Armbrustfibeln type, formerly Tenki- eten, Kr. Fischhausen, grave 48: one item

Literature: F. Jakobson, Archive.

Neck-ring from Povarovka (formerly Kirpehnen, Kr. Fischhausen): one item

Literature: Bezzenberger 1904, p.79, Fig. 97.

Type I.1
Fibulae of A167 type
Bezymjanka (formerly Nuskern, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 15 (one item)

Bol’shoye Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): grave 94 (one item)

Grebiten, Kr. Fischhausen: 123 (one item)

Greibau, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 55 (one item)

Gur’evsk (formerly Klein Heide): grave 12c (one item)

Kotel’nikovo (formerly Warenngen, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 8 (one item)

Stray finds: Rosenau, Kr. Königsberg, one item; Sinjavino (formerly Kampuskenen, Kr. Gumblinhen), one item; Putio-lovo (formerly Corjeiten, Kr. Fishhausen), one item.

Literature: Berendt 1873, Table III.4; Günther, Voss 1880, Nos 402-403; Heydeck 1909, p.230; Skvortsov 1995; 2001, Fig. 186; H. Jahnkuhn, F. Jakobson, Archives; MVF.

Artefacts ornamented with decoration of Type I.2
Fibulae of A167 type
Alejka 3 (formerly Jaugehnen, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 58 (one item)

Kovrovo (formerly Dollkeim, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 368 (one item)

Stray finds: Kotel’nikovo (formerly Warenngen, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Orehkovo (formerly Schuditten, Kr. Fischhausen), one item.

Literature: Åberg 1919, p.19; Fig. 10; Gaerte 1929, Fig. 169.g; Nowakowski 1996, Table 106.4; Kulakov 2007, Fig. 213.1; H. Jahnkuhn, Archive; KOIHM depository.

Pin from Dobroe (formerly Hünenberg bei Rantau, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 277 (one item)

Literature: Khomiakova 2010b, p.138, Fig. 5.16; KOIHM depository: KGOM 1/76305.42.

Neck-rings from the former Prussia-Museum collection (Sambia, unknown place): stray finds (two items)

KOIHM depository.

Fibulae of Rosettenfibeln type
Former Grebiten, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 177 (one item)

Bol’shoye Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): grave 78 (one item)

Ushakovo (Brandenburg, Kr. Heiligenbeil): stray find (one item)

Literature: Hejdeck 1888, p.224, Table 5; Skvortsov 2001, Fig. 138. 32; Kulakov 2009, p.97ff, Fig. 3.1 a–g; Lund Hansen, Przybyla 2010, p.278; KOIHM depository.

Type II
Fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type (made of bronze with knobs at the spring ends and a simple bow-head)

Berecowka (formerly Groß Saugarten, Kr. Preußisch Eylau): grave 1 (one item)

Bol’shoye Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): graves 23 (one item), 71 (two items), 84 (one item), 97B (two items), 158 (three items), 160 (two items), 184 (one item), 192 (one item), 197 (one item)

Grebiten, Kr. Fischhausen: graves 1907-B (one item), 1907-27 (one item), 1907-36 (one item), 1907-46 (one item), 1907-VIII (one item), 13 (one item), 51 (one item)

Gerojsk 5 (formerly Eisleiten, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 261 (one item)

Stray finds: Kotel’nikovo (formerly Warenngen, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Orehkovo (formerly Schuditten, Kr. Fischhausen), one item.

Literature: åberg 1919, p.19; Gaerte 1929, Fig. 169.g; Nowakowski 1996, Table 106.4; Kulakov 2007, Fig. 213.1; H. Jahnkuhn, Archive; KOIHM depository.

Podgornoe (formerly Siehmonen, Kr. Instenburg): grave 25 (one item)
Former Tenkieten, Kr. Fischhausen: graves 48 (one item), 57 (one item), 159 (two items)

Stray finds: Bezymjanka (formerly Nuskern, Kr. Fischhausen), two items; Hoh-Shnakeinen, Kr. Preußisch Eylau, one item; Pionerskij (formerly Pollwitten, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Povarovka (formerly Kirpehnen, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Rovnoje (formerly Pollwitten, Kr. Fischhausen), one item; Sirenevo (formerly Eisselbitten, Kr. Fischhausen), one item.

Literature: Günther, Voss 1880, p.92, Nos 395, 398, 400; Tischler, Kemke 1902, Tables III.15.21–23; Åberg 1919, p.152; Nowakowski 1996, Table 84.3; Skvortsov 2000, Figs. 46.5, 98; 2001, Figs. 154.12, 175.5,10, 197; 2002, Fig. 122.8, 12; 2003, Figs. 57.2–3, 5–6, 89.2; Khomiakova, 2007, Fig. 1.1-4; Kulakov 2009, Figs. 20.2, 24.4, 193.16; F. Jakobson, Archive.

Fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type (made of iron with silver rings)

Bol’shoe Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): graves 44 (one item), 111 (one item)

Grebieten, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 92 (one item)

Kovrovo (formerly Dollkeim, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 306 (one item)

Prigorkino (formerly Carben, Kr. Heiligenbeil): grave 6 (one item)

Tenkieten, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 23 (one item)

Literature: Skvorzov 2003, Fig. 251; 2004/2005, p.137, Table 52.48; Kulakov 2007, p.27, Fig. 104.10; F. Jakobson, Archive; KOIHM depository: KGOM 1/12753.1; 16742.10.

Fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type (with O-shaped foot)

Gerojskoe 5 (formerly Eislieten, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 194 (one item)

Grebieten, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 1907-108 (one item), 45 (one item), t (one item)

Povarovka (formerly Kirpehnen, Kr. Fischhausen): stray find (one item)

Literature: Jentzsch 1896, Table II; Nowakowski 1996, Table 84.1; F. Jakobson, Archive.

Neck-ring from Bol’shoe Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg), grave 44 (one item)


Type II.1

Fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type (with three knobs)

Elanovka (formerly Wackern, Kr. Preußisch Eylau): grave 31 (one item)

Kovrovo (formerly Dollkeim, Kr. Fischhausen): graves 49 (one item), 85 (one item)

Kotel’nikovo (formerly Warenge, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 33 (one item)

Mohovoe (formerly Kaup bei Wiskiauten, Kr. Fischhausen): stray find (one item)

Literature: Günther, Voss 1880, No 407; Tischler, Kemke 1902, pp.21, 30, Table III.19, 21, 23; Åberg 1919, p.153; Gaerte 1929, Fig. 169.g; Nowakowski 1996, Table 106.4; Kulakov 2009, p. 97ff, Fig. 3.1 a-g.

Type III

Fibulae of Große Armbrustfibeln type

Bol’shoe Isakovo (formerly Lauth, Kr. Königsberg): graves 49 (one item), 100 (two items), 110 (two items), 146 (one item)

Dobroe (formerly Hünenberg bei Rantau, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 204 (three items)

Grebieten, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 26 (two items)

Elanovka (formerly Wackern, Kr. Preußisch Eylau): grave 18 (one item)

Greibau, Kr. Fischhausen: grave 203a (one item)

Kovrovo (formerly Dollkeim, Kr. Fischhausen): grave 299 (one item)

Pervomajskoe (formerly Wanikam, Kr. Heiligenbeil): grave 34 (one item), 61 (one item), 82 (one item)

Stray finds: Greibau, Kr. Fischhausen one item; Peschochnoe (formerly Detlevsruth, Kr. Friedland), one item; Pervomajskoe (formerly Wanikam, Kr. Heiligenbeil), one item.

Literature: Günther, Voss 1880, No 404; Tischler, Kemke 1902, pp.39, 43ff, Tables III.13, 24, 26; Åberg 1919, p.13, Fig. 5; Skvortsov 2000, Fig. 245.6-7, 10; 2001, Figs. 214, 246; 2002, Fig. 179.5; Kulakov 2005a, Fig. 45; 2007, Fig. 92.1; F. Jakobson, Archive; KGOM 1/16880.1–2; MVF 12370/12, 12371.
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SAMBIJOS–NOTANGIJOS KULTŪROS PUOŠYBOS ŽIEDELIAIS STILIUS
KAIP VĖLYVOJO ROMĖNIŠKOJO LAIKOTARPIO BALTIJOS REGIONO ELITO KONTAKTŲ PRIEMONĖ

OLGA CHOMIAKOVÀ

Santrauka


Puošybos žiedeliais Pietryčių Baltijos regione pasirodymas gali įdėdyti, kad germanų ir vakarų baltų elito kontaktai buvo ne tik apskaitimo dovanomis lygio (ką lemia importas ir prestižiniai daiktai), bet galimas stiliaus ir „mados“ perėmimas. Šių kontaktų rezultatui galėjo tapti ir žiedelinės puošybos stilis – iš pradžių kartu su importuotais daiktais (ant dirbinių, laikomų prestižiniais), o vėliau naudotas ir vietiniais gaminiais, besikiriantiems ne tik morfologinius požymius, bet ir gaminio medžiaga (bronzą) bei stilistinius savitumus. Čia verta pabrėžti, kad vakarų baltų juvelyrai ne tiesiog atkartojo atvežtinus pavyzdžius, jie sugebėjo pabrėžti savo gebėjimus, Šiaurės Europos filigrano stiliaus ir Vielbarko juvelyninių tradicijų pagrindu sukurti savitą saviųjų stilistiką. Jos galima įtraukti į Šiaurės Europos kultūros chronologiją, vystantįsią iš Sambijos–Notangijos kultūros, bet ir kitų baltų genčių papuošalų pobūdį.